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                                                                                                                    The OLOA Project: On Line and On Air ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Self-assessment grid

Name:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                Date:


Think about what you’ve learned and how you’ve learned it. Look at the evaluation section of the webquest and write down your final mark for each section. The 24 statements on the left will help you decide. 


1-2
3
4
5
Your mark
Collaborative work skills and role playing

1. I worked effectively with my mates and we all participated equally doing the activities and the final bulletin.





2. I usually respected the deadlines to do an activity. 





3. I shared everything I knew and tried to make sure everyone in the group was following.





ICT and use of web resources

4. I used ICT and the web resources provided by the teacher in a responsible, critical way.  





5. I transformed the information I found on the web (not only copy and paste!).





6. I can use Audacity, create a blog and upload all kind of information to the blog.





Oral production

7. I used English all the time and made an effort to improve my pronunciation, stress and intonation.





8. I paid attention to speed when reading aloud.





9. I carefully edited and added background effects to add interest and understanding to my script.





10. I tried to follow the basic tips given in How can I broadcast a script when I recorded the audio files.





Language 

11. I carefully reviewed the basic language structures in the script and used simple sentences to make comprehension easy.





12. I paid attention to spelling and punctuation. I looked words up in dictionaries when necessary.





13. I tried to use a variety of simple words and be creative.





14. I wrote my script as many times as necessary.





15. I tried to follow the basic tips given in How can I write a script when I wrote the script.





Content, structure and sources

16. I included the 5 W’s in my script.





17. I tried to respect the three C’s of journalism writing.





18. My script is about 30 seconds long.





19. I organized my ideas structured the paragraph before writing.





20. I used the documents provided to transform the information. (analysis, planning, script template).





21. I used the sources critically and responsibly.





Assessment and reflection

22. I filled out the assessment grids and tried to be critical all the time, with me and my mates.





23. I constantly try to improve what I learn by thinking about what I do.





24. I accept my mistakes as part of the learning process.





Do you have any comment to make about your work? 

